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Abstract— This paper treats the digital design of a probabilistic energy equalizer for impulse radio (IR) UWB receiver in high data rate (100 M bps). The aim of this study is to bypass certain complex mathematical function as a chi-squared distribution and reduce the computational complexity of the equalizer for a low cost hardware implementation. As in Sub-MAP algorithm, the max* operation is investigated for complexity reduction and tested by computer simulation with ﬁxed point data types under 802.15.3a channel models. The obtained results prove that the complexity reduction involves a very slight algorithm deterioration.



I. Introduction Despite the numerous advantages aﬀorded by the ultrawideband (UWB) system such as high precision ranging, high data rate transmission, wireless sensor network, etc [1], this system faces the technological limits which brake the development of impulse radio (IR) UWB. Coherent IR-UWB reception, based on Rake receiver is limited in number of implementable Rake ﬁngers [2]. An alternative is given by the transmitter reference (TR) method [3], however the electronic architecture is more complex as it needs analog delay lines and mixers. Non-coherent energy detection receiver is far less complex as a few components like shottky diodes and capacitors suﬃce. Even thought, the energy detection is simple to implement, transmitting impulses at high data rate lead to inter-symbol interference (ISI) which decreases the performance of the receiver [4], [5], [6]. A eﬃcient scheme is necessary to improve the system performance. A probabilistic energy equalizer is proposed in [7], that handles with diﬀerent types of interference. Besides the ISI, the proposed equalizer could manage the intra-symbol interference, called also inter-slot interference (IStI) in an M −array pulse position modulation. Nevertheless, equalization process is mathematically complex to implement. The problem is mainly located on the energy distribution which follows a chi-squared distribution [8] and on the number of multiplications required by the equalizer. In this paper, the probabilistic equalizer deﬁned in [7] is simpliﬁed by applying the Jacobi logarithm [9] where addition become max* operation (using Viterbi’s



notation[10]) and multiplications become additions. In order to make this possible, an approximation of the chisquared distribution is considered [11] and rewritten in the logarithmic domain as the probabilistic equalizer. The simpliﬁed equalizer is embedded into the iterative loop of a channel decoder which applies the Sub-MAP algorithm in the decoding process. This article is organized as follows: Section II deﬁnes the system model under consideration, where energy distribution is established. Equalization principle is reviewed in Section III and rewritten in the logarithmic domain with respect to max* operation. In Section IV, the energy distribution is approximated and written in the logarithmic domain to ﬁt equalization needs with the minimum complexity. Then, equalization complexity is studied in both linear and logarithmic domain in Section V. Examples give an order of magnitude of required multiplications in both cases. Results with the approximated energy distribution in the logarithmic domain with ﬁxed point data types are compared to the chi-squared distribution with ﬂoating point data types in Section VI. Finally, conclusion and forthcoming work in the ﬁeld are given in Section VII. II. System Design We consider an IR-UWB receiver based on energy detection. Data transmission is ensured via the M -array pulse position modulation (M-PPM) over a bandwidth W . Transmitting pulses over a high dispersive channel causes inter-symbol interference (ISI) and intra-symbol interference denoted as inter-slot interference (IStI). The received signal over a time symbol Ts has the following expression yn (t) =



∞ 



xn−k (t) + zn (t)



(1)



k=0



where zn (t) is an additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 and mean zero, and xn−k (t) is the channel response of the (n − k)th transmitted symbol deﬁned by: xn−k (t) = p(t − An−k Tslot ) ⊗ h(t)
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where h(t) is the impulse channel response, ⊗ denotes the convolution product, p(t) is the pulse shape, Tslot is the time slot duration for an M-PPM modulation,i.e. Ts = M Tslot , and An,k takes value in {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} according to transmitted symbol. Let K denotes the number of interfering symbol assumed by the receiver, even though the real number of interfering symbol is greater. Thus for digital treatment the received signal (1) becomes a ﬁnite sum deﬁned as: yn (t) =



K−1 



xn−k (t) + zn (t)



(3)



k=0



The received energy per time slot Tslot in the nt h received symbol is given by  nTs +(m)Tslot 2 (sn (t) + zn (t)) dt (4) En,m = nTs +(m−1)Tslot



K−1



where sn (t) = k=0 xn−k (t). Following the approach of Urkowitz [12], it was shown that the energy of a signal of duration Tslots can be represented as a sum of 2Tslot W samples in number which is know as the degrees of freedom (DoF). Let 2L stands for the DoF during a time slot Tslot . Thus, the energy in the mth slot of nth symbol is given by En,m =



2L 



 (sn,m + zn,m )2



(5)



=1  are respectively the th sample of where sn,m and zn,m th sn (t) and z slot of nth symbol. n (t) in m 2L  2 Assuming = 0, then the received energy =1 (sn,m ) follows a non-central chi-squared distribution   L−1 2 (En,m +Bn,m ) En,m 1 2σ 2 e− p(En,m |Bn,m ) = 2 2σ Bn,m  



(6) Bn,m En,m IL−1 σ2



with 2L DoF and noncentrality parameter deﬁned as Δ 2L  2 Bn,m = =1 (sn,m ) . The function IL−1 (u) is the th (L − 1) -order modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind [8]. If the noncentrality parameter is equal to zero; i.e. Bn,m = 0; the received energy follows a central chi-squared distribution deﬁned as p(En,m |0) =



1 σ 2L 2L Γ(L)



L−1 En,m e



−En,m 2σ 2



(7)



where Γ(z) is the gamma function [8]. The energy distribution is studied in next sections and simpliﬁed for hardware implementation. III. Equalizer Principle and Complexity Reduction We consider an iterative coded system based on softinput/soft-output (SISO) decoder. To beneﬁt from the iterative process of the communication system, the assumed equalizer is assumed a probabilistic one and embedded into the iterative loop of the SISO decoder. According to the received energy per symbol En = (En,1 , . . . , En,M ), the equalizer computes the conditioned probability p(En |xn ) with respect to interfering symbols on xn . Figure 1 depicts the interaction between the energy detector, the probabilistic equalizer and the channel decoder. The energy probabilistic equalizer was studied in [7] and it is founded on the following expression p(En |xn ) =  xn−1



... 



 xn−K+1







M 



p(En,m |Bn,m )



m=1



K−1  



π(xn−k )



(8)



k=1



where xn is a summation over the possible value that xn can take, π(xn−k ) is the a priori probability furnished by the SISO decoder and p(En,m |Bn,m ) is the energy distribution described in Section II. The reader should refer to [7] for equalizer details.
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The deployment of the probabilistic equalizer is tied to the hardware complexity implementation. According to equation (8) and assuming that p(En,m |Bn,m ) is provided by a lookup table, the number of multiplication carried out by the equalizer per received symbol for an M-PPM modulation and K assumed interfering symbols is M K (M + K − 2). In 4-PPM modulation with K = 2, the equalizer computes 64 multiplications per received symbol. So at 100 M bit/s where the time symbol is Ts = 20 ns, the number of multiplications computed per second is 3.2 Gmultiplication/s. If we consider an FPGA ALTERA STRATIX II, DSP can operate at 200 M Hz,i.e. 0.2 Gmultiplication/s, and carry 4 multiplications of 8 bit × 8 bits each, the number of DSP required by the equalizer is 4. However, allocating a memory to a three variable function (6) involves a great memory size. For instance, if the energy distribution is coded with 7 bits and if En,m , Bn,m and σ 2 are respectively 14-bit, 6-bit and 6-bit long, the space memory allocated to this lookup table would occupy 448Mbits (or 56Mbytes). This corresponds to a costly silicon area in a FPGA or ASIC technology and thus incompatible with low-cost constraints. Even though the deﬁned equalizer is implementable in hardware devices, the expensive area required by the equalizer could be decreased by simple computational method. This is made possible by computing in the logarithmic domain where only additions and comparisons operations with small memories are required. The channel decoder should operate also in the logarithmic domain, in order to get the better performance of the receiver. The decoder properties are not discussed in this paper. However, Sub-MAP algorithm, also called Max-Log-MAP or Dual Viterbi [13], [10] based decoder is a good candidate for joint decoder equalizer receiver in the logarithmic domain. As in the Sub-MAP decoding [10], [14], we consider the max* function deﬁned as max* (a, b)



Δ



ln(ea + eb )



Δ



max(a, b) + ln(1 + e−|a−b| )



= =



(9)



the max* operation is essentially a max operation adjusted by a correction factor carried out by a lookup table; i.e a read-only memory (ROM); which outputs the correction term ln(1 + e−|a−b| ) given the input (a − b) in hardware implementation. As the max property, max* is an associative operator: max* (a, b, c) = max* [max* (a, b), c]



(10)



Proof: From the deﬁnition of max* we have max* (a, b, c) = ln(ea + eb + ec )



(11)



in other hand we can write ea + eb = eln(e



a



+eb )



= emax



*



(a,b)



(12)



Rewriting (11) taking on consideration (12), we get max* (a, b, c)



= =



*



ln(emax (a,b) + ec ) max* [max* (a, b), c]



(13) (14)



For notation simplicity we consider max* (a1 , a2 , . . . , aN ) =



max* (ai )



i∈{1,...,N }



(15)



Using the max* operation deﬁned in (9), the output of the probabilistic equalizer in the logarithmic domain is given by: ln p(En |xn ) = max



*



xn−1 ,...,xn−K+1







M 



ln p(En,m |Bn,m ) +



m=1



K−1  



ln π(xn−k )



(16)



k=1



Considering the result of equation (16), it is noticed that the multiplication operations are replaced by comparators and adders which are costless and easy to implement. Since the equalizer output should be a probability, i.e. p(En |xn ) ∈ [0, 1], a normalization process is applied as follow: p(En |xn ) (17) p(En |xn ) =  xn p(En |xn ) where p is the normalized probability at the output of the equalizer. In the logarithmic domain normalization becomes  



 p(En |xn ) (18) ln p(En |xn ) = ln p(En |xn ) − ln =



xn *



ln p(En |xn ) − max ln p(En |xn ) (19) xn



The chi-squared distribution has to be approximated for implementation feasibility in order to keep a low computational complexity of the probabilistic equalizer in the logarithmic domain as established by (16). The section that follows deals with the energy distribution approximation. IV. Chi-squared Approximation Numerous research have been investigated on the chisquared distribution approximation [15], [16], [17]. However, the proposed approximations are essentially established for high data precision and are therefore too complex and expensive for digital design. Furthermore, allocating a ROM to all the possible value of chi-squared distribution, according to En,m , Bn,m and σ 2 , would occupy a large silicon area which has a high repercussion on the receiver cost. The new distribution approximation should match the mean and variance of the chi-squared distribution [17].
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Energy distribution architecture for logarithmic equalizer.



An intuitive approximation is to consider the Gaussian (25) taking into account max* and removing the redundant 2 approximation with mean and variance equivalent to the constant such as − ln(2σ ) , leads to 2 chi-squared distribution [11]. This leads to consider   1   ln p (En,m |Bn,m ) ∝ − max* ln(2Lσ 2 ), ln 2 + ln Bn,m (En,m −mχ2 )2 2 (26) exp − 2σ 2 2 L(En,m − mχ2 )2 χ −



(20) p(En,m |Bn,m ) ≈ p (En,m |Bn,m ) = 2 2 2.10log(2Lσ )+log(2Lσ +2Bn,m ) 2πσχ2 2 the devision part in (26) can be transformed into multiplication as follows: where   1 (21) ln p (En,m |Bn,m ) ∝ − max* ln(2Lσ 2 ), ln 2 + ln Bn,m mχ2 = 2Lσ 2 + Bn,m 2 (27) σχ2 2 = 4Lσ 4 + 4σ 2 Bn,m (22) L − (En,m − mχ2 )2 10−γ 2 Consequently, the approximated energy distribution in where γ is deﬁned as logarithmic domain is equal to: 1 max* [ln(2Lσ 2 ), ln 2 + ln Bn,m ] (28) γ = log(2Lσ 2 ) + ln p (En,m |Bn,m ) = ln 10 (En,m − mχ2 )2 (23) and En,m − mχ2 is easily calculated as follows 1 1 − ln 2π − ln σχ2 2 − 2   2 2 2σχ2 2 En,m − mχ2 = 10log En,m − 10log(2Lσ ) + 10log Bn,m (29) One should notice that with normalization process at It is noticed that the energy distribution in logarithmic the output of the equalizer, the redundant constants are domain is achieved by the mean of two lookup tables. A removed. In addition, due to hardware restraint, the enﬁrst ROM for the max* function and a second ROM for ergy detector is a logarithm to base 10 detector as in [18] x which provides logarithmic energies per time slot Tslot . So, 10 function. The memories size will be treated in the the only available data is log En,m , log Bn,m and log(2Lσ 2 ). simulation section. The advantage of working in logarithmic domain is that Expending σχ2 2 in (23), we get the amount of multiplications is conﬁned only on the 1 energy distribution. Figure 2 depicts the new energy ln p (En,m |Bn,m ) ∝ − ln[2σ 2 (2Lσ 2 + 2Bn,m )] distribution architecture implemented in digital design. 2 (24) L(En,m − mχ2 )2 This architecture is used for the probabilistic equalizer − 2 2 complexity study. 4Lσ (2Lσ + 2Bn,m ) 1 1 V. Equalizer Complexity Comparison ∝ − ln(2σ 2 ) − ln(2Lσ 2 + 2Bn,m ) 2 2 In this section, we compare the complexity of the equal(25) L(En,m − mχ2 )2 izer deﬁned in (8) to the logarithmic equalizer (16). The − 2 2 2.10log(2Lσ (2Lσ +2Bn,m )) study is carried out with the linear approximated energy where the symbol ∝ means “proportional to” and the func- distribution (20) and the logarithmic approximated energy tion log stands for the logarithmic to base 10. Rewriting distribution (27) respectively.
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The ﬁrst study of the equalizer complexity, considered a lookup table for the energy distribution computing as it is studied in section III. However, due to the size of a ROM and its cost, a second approach is considered in [11], where the chi-squared distribution is approximated by a simple implementable function (20) with small memories. Figure 4 shows the approximated energy distribution architecture applied in linear equalizer. En,m − mχ2
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A. Complexity of the linear equalizer
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Fig. 4. Approximated Energy distribution architecture for the linear equalizer.



According to Figure 4 and equation (8), the amount of non trivial multiplications in the linear domain is about (4M + K − 2)M K . We denote by trivial multiplication the multiplication by a constant. As example, we consider a 4-PPM modulation at 100 M bps and K = 2 at the receiver side, this leads to 12.8 Gmultiplication/s. B. Complexity of the logarithmic equalizer According to the equalizer expression (16) and the Figure 3, the computational complexity of the equalizer is approximately equal to 2M K+1 non trivial multiplications. Thus, with 4-PPM modulation at 100M bps and K = 2, we get 6.4 Gmultiplication/s. This value is deﬁnitely lower than those of the linear equalizer. Hence, low cost implementation of the equalizer is possibly achieved by computing in the logarithmic domain. VI. Simulation Results In this section, computer simulations have been run to assess the performance of the energy equalizer in the logarithmic domain with the approximated energy distribution. BER have been performed in ﬁxed point data types and compared to the results obtained with non



approximated energy distribution in ﬂoating point data types. The block fading multipath channel is generated randomly according to IEEE UWB channel models as it is deﬁned in [19]. We consider a duo-binary turbo code which applies the Sub-MAP algorithm in the decoding process. This keeps the receiver system homogeneous. The details of the channel coder is out of the scope of this paper, the reader should refer to [20], [13] for details. The digital design of the decoder is furnished by TurboConcept for an optimal eﬃciency [21]. A 4-PPM modulation is assumed and data are transmitted at 100M bit/s. The channel coder has a rate of 1/2, with 10 iterations of the SISO decoder. The data at the input of the encoder has length of 864 bits. The probabilistic equalizer deﬁned previously in the logarithmic domain is jointly implemented into the iterative loop of the decoder to beneﬁt from the iterative process of the decoder. Simulations are performed in perfect channel state information (CSI). Channel estimation is not considered in this study, nevertheless, the channel parameters as the set of {Bn,m } and σ 2 could be estimated by the mean of EM algorithm as studied in [22]. Reception is ensured by a logarithmic energy detector [18]. Simulations in ﬁxed point precision are carried out by the mean of the class sc ﬁx of SystemC [23]. According to the class sc ﬁx of SystemC, a signed or an unsigned object are deﬁned by two parameters: the total word length noted as wl, i.e. the total number of bits used in the type, and the integer word length noted as iwl, i.e. the number of bits that are on the left of the binary point (.) in a ﬁxed point number. The remaining bits stand for the fractional part of the object. Hence each object is represented by a pair of parameters noted < wl, iwl >. Simulations have been carried out with diﬀerent parameter sizes. Table I shows the word sizes of parameters considered for the ﬁxed point simulations. With respect to the equalizer expression (16) and to the approximated energy distribution in logarithmic domain (27), we consider two ROM types whose sizes are deﬁned in Table II Figure 5 shows the results obtained if the receiver assumes that there are only 2 interfering symbols, i.e. CSI
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TABLE I Parameters size definition Quantization size < wl, iwl > < 8, 2 > < 8, 2 > < 8, 2 > < 14, 7 > < 14, 7 > < 10, 6 >
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is known only over P = 5 slots, however the real number of interfering symbols could be more.
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Fig. 5. chi-squared ﬂoat precision versus the logarithmic Gaussian approximation in ﬁxed point precision for K = 2.



We notice that for less dispersive channel such as CM1 and CM2, the results in ﬁxed point precision data types are close to those obtained in double precision with chi-squared distribution. Regarding the results for highly dispersive channel (CM3 and CM4), we get a loss of 1 dB at BER = 10−4 . According to [7], the receiver could be improved if the supposed number of interfering symbols are bigger than 2, especially in highly dispersive channel. It has been proven that for channel models CM3 and CM4, the optimal compromise is to consider K = 3 [7]. Simulations run with K = 3 for CM3 and CM4 in ﬁxed point data types are depicted in Figure 6. Although the complexity is slightly increased due to cardinal of the set {Bn,m }, i.e. |{Bn,m }| = 88 for K = 3 [7], the receiver is improved of 2dB for CM3 at BER = 10−4 .
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Simulation in ﬁxed point data types for CM3 and CM4.



VII. Conclusion In this paper, we a have shown how a complex and costly probabilistic equalizer is simpliﬁed for digital design by using the logarithmic domain. A ﬁrst simpliﬁcation concerns the energy distribution which is approximated by a Gaussian distribution instead of a chi-squared. This leads to reduce the required memory for distribution computation. The second simpliﬁcation is to calculate all the probabilities in the logarithmic domain by the mean of the max* operation. Hence, the computational complexity of the equalizer is highly reduced compared to the linear equalizer. Moreover, only two lookup table types are required for equalizer calculation in logarithmic domain. Computer simulations demonstrated the performance of the receiver in ﬁnite precision. It showed also, that for highly dispersive channels such as CM3 and CM4, the receiver is still able to equalize and decode the transmitted informations with a slight increase in complexity. As perspective, some operations or memories could even be simpliﬁed or reduced by the mean of polynomial approximations with a negligible loss on the receiver performance. This will be the subject of investigation in future research. References [1] L. Yang and G. B. Giannakis, “Ultra-wideband communications: an idea whose time has come,” IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, vol. 21, no. 6, pp. 26–54, Nov. 2004. [2] J. D. Choi and W. E. Stark, “Performance of ultra-wideband communications with suboptimal receivers in multipath channels,” IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 20, no. 9, pp. 1754–1766, DECEMBER 2002. [3] R. Hoctor and H. Tomlinson, “Delay-hopped transmittedreference rf communications,” IEEE Conference on UltraWideband Systems and Technologies, pp. 265 – 269, May 2002. [4] V. Lottici, L. Wu, and Z. Tian, “Inter-symbol interference mitigation in high-data-rate uwb systems,” IEEE International Conference on Communications, pp. 4299–4304, June 2007. [5] Y. Zhang, H. Wu, Q. Zhang, and P. Zhang, “Interference mitigation for coexistence of heterogeneous ultra-wideband systems,” EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking, pp. 1–13, 2006.
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